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Move
Spatial-Progression
 The basic function that allows the player to move through the environment
by moving the left thumbstick.
 Video – 0:33



Lens #1: The Lens of The Essential Experience
o What experience do I want the player to have?
 The player should feel a sense of wonder toward their
surroundings. They should want to explore and see more of the
strange world in which they are placed.
o What is essential to the experience?
 Being able to freely explore an interesting, unknown
environment.
o How can my game capture that essence?
 Interesting architecture and non-linear areas that encourage
exploration.
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Lens #6: The Lens of Problem Solving
o What problems does my game ask the player to solve?
 Players must figure out how to move through and, ultimately,
escape the play area in order to complete the game.
o Are there hidden problems to solve that arise as part of gameplay?
 Players will encounter problems that must be traversed
through means that aren’t immediately apparent. Through
exploration and utilization of the guardian the player will be
able to progress.
o How can my game generate new problems so that players keep coming
back?
 By offering many different paths and areas to move through,
the player will be inclined to try all the different paths to
ensure that they’ve experienced everything.
Lens #21: The Lens of Functional Space
o Is the space of the game discrete or continuous?
 Given that the player can interact with the guardian and
explore from multiple points, the space is continuous.
o How many dimensions does it have?
 There are three dimensions. The player will have to explore an
expansive and vertical landscape.
o Are there sub-spaces? How are they connected?
 Sub-spaces play an important role since the guardian cannot
access certain areas, leaving the boy vulnerable. These areas
are interior section nested within the larger world.
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Sprint
Spatial-Progression
 This could be a necessary mechanic to avoid danger. Clicking in then moving
the left thumbstick in the desired direction could carry out this mechanic.
 Video – 0:28
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Lens #1: The Lens of The Essential Experience
o What experience do I want the player to have?
 While exploring, the player may encounter danger. Since the
boy’s attack is not very viable in combat and the guardian may
not always be present. The player should experience fear and
the need to escape the threat.
o What is essential to the experience?
 It is essential to convey the boy’s vulnerability and the present
danger.
o How can my game capture that essence?
 By making enemies menacing and emphasizing the need for
the guardian. The player will understand that without the
guardian, fleeing may be the only option to escape threats.
Lens #6: The Lens of Problem Solving
o What problems does my game ask the player to solve?
 How to proceed through danger in order to progress safely.
o Are there hidden problems to solve that arise as part of gameplay?
 Enemies may not be the only danger that forces players to
move fast. There may be puzzles that need to be solved in a
timely fashion, presenting a different form of danger.
o How can my game generate new problems so that players keep coming
back?
 By mixing up the dangers presented. Alternating between
enemies, timed puzzles and collapsing environmental dangers
will keep the players on their toes without making gameplay
stale.
Lens #10: The Lens of Resonance
o What is it about my game that feels powerful and special?
 By making the boy vulnerable and presenting dangers that can
only be overcome by fleeing, it highlights how important the
guardian is to the boy’s survival.
o When I describe my game to people, what ideas get them really excited?
 Being able to interact with and utilize the guardian. By taking
away the use of the guardian, it makes the time with the
guardian that much more special.
o If I had no constraints of any kind, what would this game be like?
 While the main story points should be the same, the spaces in
between could be more randomized so that the player truly
has no idea what is around each corner. This would make it
that much more unnerving when the player feels helpless.
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Crouch
Action-Cyclic
 This mechanic may be necessary to stay hidden in order to sneak past
enemies as well as crawl through tight spaces. The player may perform this
by pressing the R1 button.
 Video – 1:16



Lens #1: The Lens of The Essential Experience
o What experience do I want the player to have?
 While exploring, the player may encounter danger. Since the
boy’s attack is not very viable in combat and the guardian may
not always be present. The player should experience fear and
the need to escape the threat.
o What is essential to the experience?
 It is essential to convey the boy’s vulnerability and the present
danger.
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o How can my game capture that essence?
 While fleeing can be an option, it may not always be the best
solution. Sometimes, it may be necessary for players to remain
hidden and wait for the proper time to make a move.
Lens #6: The Lens of Problem Solving
o What problems does my game ask the player to solve?
 How to traverse around danger without being seen so as to
avoid conflict.
o Are there hidden problems to solve that arise as part of gameplay?
 While crouching may be a good way to avoid conflict, it may
also be a good way to get a new perspective on the world and
see hidden paths.
o How can my game generate new problems so that players keep coming
back?
 By creating multiple paths and hidden areas that can only be
accessed by looking at areas and problems from multiple
perspectives, players will want to find these areas to see if it
will lead them to new experiences.
Lens #21: The Lens of Functional Space
o How many dimensions does it have?
 While the game allows the player to move along the x, y and z
axes, there are multiple ways in which the player can do this in
order to keep the game interesting. Crouching helps facilitate
these methods.
o What are the boundaries of the space?
 While the player may perceive certain boundaries, including
those presented by seemingly insurmountable enemies,
crouching may help them see that there is a route through that
was previously unseen.
o Are there sub-spaces? How are they connected?
 There may be sub-spaces that cannot be accessed by standing.
The player may have to crouch.
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Sneak
Spatial-Progression
 This may be necessary in getting past enemies that the boy is unable to
defeat. The player may do this by slightly moving the left thumbstick.
 Video – 0:16
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Lens #1: The Lens of The Essential Experience
o What experience do I want the player to have?
 While threats are present, players should not feel completely
dormant and useless. There should still be tension and danger,
but the gameplay should not come to a full stop.
o What is essential to the experience?
 Being able to cautiously move through danger while
maintaining tension and the feeling that things could go
terribly wrong.
o How can my game capture that essence?
 By placing the players in situations in which sneaking is not an
option but a necessity. Having players sneak very closely to
enemies will create that tension and constant presence of
danger.
Lens #6: The Lens of Problem Solving
o What problems does my game ask the player to solve?
 How to traverse situation in which many enemies are present
and combat is not an option.
o Are there hidden problems to solve that arise as part of gameplay?
 Choosing how to approach each conflict is a problem many
gamers may not think about prior to entering the game.
o How can my game generate new problems so that players keep coming
back?
 Hiding paths behind enemies that require exemplary sneaking
skills to pass can encourage players to fully utilize the sneaking
mechanic.
Lens #83: Lens of the Nameless Quality
o Does my design have a special feeling of life, or do parts of my design
feel dead? What would make my design feel more alive?
 By creating these moments of tension through the use of
sneaking, it makes the enemies within the world feel alive. The
player is conscious of the enemy’s presence, awareness and
capabilities. This helps to breathe life into the game world.
o Which of Alexander’s fifteen qualities does my design have?
 Contrast is displayed very well through the use of sneaking.
When the guardian is present, the player can easily take out
enemies. When alone, the player is near powerless and
therefore must avoid the very enemies that were once easy to
dispatch.
o Could it have more of them somehow?
 It could, but does it need to? In terms of sneaking, no. The
contrast between power and helplessness speaks volumes and
does not need anything else to serve its purpose.
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Crawl
Spatial-Progression
 The player may need to crawl to stay out of sight or possibly fit through small
spaces. They may do this by crouching and then slightly moving the left
joystick.
 Interview – Paragraph 14 – Lines 2-3
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Lens #1: The Lens of The Essential Experience
o What experience do I want the player to have?
 The sense that the world is non-linear and has depth. The
player should get a sense that this world has been around
before the start of the game.
o What is essential to the experience?
 Having many sub-spaces and nested areas that aren’t
immediately visible by quickly passing through the play space.
The player should see that the world isn’t simply a series of
linear rooms.
o How can my game capture that essence?
 By adding areas that are only reachable through mechanics
such as climbing and crawling.
Lens #6: The Lens of Problem Solving
o What problems does my game ask the player to solve?
 In order to pass through certain areas it may be required for
the player crawl to navigate through spaces.
o Are there hidden problems to solve that arise as part of gameplay?
 Players may be able to crawl through certain spaces even
though they are not explicitly required to do so.
o How can my game generate new problems so that players keep coming
back?
 By offering many different paths and areas to move through,
the player will be inclined to try all the different paths to
ensure that they’ve experienced everything.
Lens #21: The Lens of Functional Space
o Is the space of the game discrete or continuous?
 The space is continuous since the player may be able to go over
or under certain areas as well as utilize different mechanics
within each space.
o How many dimensions does it have?
 The space has three dimensions but crawling allows the player
multiple options in terms of how to pass through those
dimensions.
o Are there sub-spaces? How are they connected?
 Players may have to crawl through small openings to reach
sub-spaces that are connected to the main world.
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Jump
Spatial-Morph
 This is another mechanic that can be used for traversal as well as in the
waking up of the guardian. Players may press triangle in order to jump.
 Video – 0:24



Lens #1: The Lens of The Essential Experience
o What experience do I want the player to have?
 The sense that the world is non-linear and has depth. The
player should get a sense that this world has been around
before the start of the game.
o What is essential to the experience?
 Giving the player the impression that they cannot simply walk
to their objective and must actually work to get to their
destination can give a sense of realism and depth to the
environment.
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o How can my game capture that essence?
 Since the player assumes the role of a boy, not everything
should be scaled to accommodate the player. It has to be
assumes that taller beings inhabited the world. Having to jump
to reach ledges and objects will help convey this sense of scale
as well as making the game more than just a stroll from place
to place.
Lens #6: The Lens of Problem Solving
o What problems does my game ask the player to solve?
 The player will not only have to use jump to reach things and
overcome obstacles, but also as a means of waking up the
guardian.
o Are there hidden problems to solve that arise as part of gameplay?
 Jumping does not seem to hold any hidden problems.
o How can my game generate new problems so that players keep
coming back?
 By making jump a necessary function in conjunction with other
mechanics such as crawl and sneak, players will need to learn
to chain together mechanics which can add character to areas
of the game.
Lens #21: The Lens of Functional Space
o Is the space of the game discrete or continuous?
 The space is continuous since the player may be able to go over
or under certain areas as well as utilize different mechanics
within each space.
o How many dimensions does it have?
 Like crawling, jumping allows the player to use all of the
provided dimensions within the play space.
o Are there sub-spaces? How are they connected?
 Players may have to jump to reach sub-spaces that are
connected to the main world.
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Grab/Interact
Object-Morph
 It will be necessary to interact with things in order to progress. Additionally,
it may be used to interact with objects to learn about the environment. The
player may do this using the circle button next to an interactive object.
 Interview – Paragraph 14 – Lines 2-3
 Video - 0:35
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Lens #1: The Lens of The Essential Experience
o What experience do I want the player to have?
 The player shouldn’t feel like a living being in a fake world.
There should be a sense of life within the world itself.
o What is essential to the experience?
 Having more that just a terrain through which the player
passes in a passive manner.
o How can my game capture that essence?
 Having objects that the player can pick up will help the world
seem like more than just a set. Additionally, make the player
have to climb over or under fallen objects. Make the world
imperfect and therefore feel more real.
Lens #6: The Lens of Problem Solving
o What problems does my game ask the player to solve?
 The player will have to grab and interact things for many
reasons such as climbing, carrying and moving.
o Are there hidden problems to solve that arise as part of gameplay?
 In terms of grabbing and interacting, the hidden problems are
what to do after interacting with an object. For example,
picking up what looks like a key is not the problem, the hidden
problem is what to do with that key.
o How can my game generate new problems so that players keep coming
back?
 By making more interactive objects or providing more things
to do with the objects that are already in the world, more
experiences and opportunities could emerge.
Lens #10: The Lens of Resonance
o What is it about my game that feels powerful and special?
 Being able to interact with the guardian provides something
unique and special to this game world. This is heightened by
the guardian’s living personality. The player’s interaction with
the guardian isn’t simply a passive mechanic; it serves a very
important purpose.
o When I describe my game to people, what ideas get them really excited?
 The simple act of being able to interact with the guardian is an
exciting premise.
o I have certain instincts about how this game should be. What is driving
those instincts?
 Being able to interact with the world and its inhabitants should
provide a sense of depth and attachment. The player won’t be
merely controlling a character in this world; they will become a
part of it.
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Climb
Object-Progression
 When next to a climbable surface press circle to grab on. Then move the left
thumbstick to traverse the obstacle.
 Interview – Paragraph 14 – Lines 2-3
 Video - 0:46
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Lens #1: The Lens of The Essential Experience
o What experience do I want the player to have?
 The player should not only think of the world as being
horizontally vast but also they should get a sense of verticality.
o What is essential to the experience?
 Tall structures and open spaces will help the player feel like a
small being in a large world. It will also help to provide
reference for how large the guardian is.
o How can my game capture that essence?
 Allowing the player to play around with the verticality of the
structures through the use of climbing. As well as requiring
player to utilize the guardian’s size to help overcome obstacles.
Lens #6: The Lens of Problem Solving
o What problems does my game ask the player to solve?
 How to reach areas that are too high for the boy to ascend to
without the aid of a climbable surface.
o Are there hidden problems to solve that arise as part of gameplay?
 Trying to position the guardian so that the boy can climb up
the guardian’s back could cause problems to arise if the
guardian will not listen.
o How can my game generate new problems so that players keep coming
back?
 Making the player solve puzzles prior to being able to access
climbable surfaces or adding danger while the player is
climbing could provide new problems that break up the
monotony of climbing.
Lens #10: The Lens of Resonance
o What is it about my game that feels powerful and special?
 Requiring the player to interact with the guardian in order to
perform seemingly simple tasks like climbing facilitates the
necessity to build a relationship with the guardian.
o When I describe my game to people, what ideas get them really excited?
 Having to interact and build a relationship with the guardian in
order to survive in the mysterious and perilous world.
o I have certain instincts about how this game should be. What is driving
those instincts?
 The player should feel somewhat powerless without the
guardian. When looking up at a high ledge and seeing no means
of getting up, the player should immediately feel a bond with
the guardian driven by the need for his/her help.
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Balance
Skill-Progression
 This seems like it will be necessary to move across beams and gaps. The
player may do this by utilizing the Sixaxis controls while on a platform that
requires balance. By tilting the controller in the direction in which they want
the boy to lean, the player will maintain balance.
 Video - 0:55
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Lens #1: The Lens of The Essential Experience
o What experience do I want the player to have?
 While experiencing the wonder of the world there should also
be a constant sense of danger. This danger shouldn’t just come
from enemies. The terrain itself should be a looming threat.
o What is essential to the experience?
 Forcing the player into treacherous situations in order to
proceed through the game. Making the player feel as if the
world can begin to crumble around them at any moment.
o How can my game capture that essence?
 When players are balancing on beams, convey the depth to
which they can fall. As the player is moving, have beams begin
to crack. Visual cues that convey the instability of the world
such as dust and debris coming off of objects.
Lens #6: The Lens of Problem Solving
o What problems does my game ask the player to solve?
 How to not only move across divides, but how to maintain
balance while doing so.
o Are there hidden problems to solve that arise as part of gameplay?
 In terms of balance, I don’t think so. Balance, in itself is a huge
problem to have to overcome.
o How can my game generate new problems so that players keep coming
back?
 Forcing players to overcome several balance sections
consecutively could force players to get better at performing
the mechanic as well as keep the mechanic from getting stale.
For example, forcing the player to navigate a balance beam
across the x-axis, only to have the way ahead collapse, thus
diverting the player to move along a beam across the y-axis.
Lens #21: The Lens of Functional Space
o How many dimensions does it have?
 Since the level has three dimensions, fixing the camera to look
downward on the player should emphasis the depth of the
terrain. Showing how far down the world goes will highlight
the danger of falling. The player must move along one axis,
while balancing the other.
o What are the boundaries of the space?
 While balancing, the boundaries are defined by the surface
upon which the player is balancing. Movement is constrained
the
o Are there sub-spaces? How are they connected?
 While most of the world is connected by sub-spaces, balance
sections are strictly about getting from A to B without failing
the task at hand.
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Aim/Focus View
Skill-Morph
 This appears to be necessary to guide the guardian, place objects and focus
on points of interest. The player may perform this by pressing and holding
the R2 button then moving the right thumbstick to aim.
 Video - 1:24



Lens #1: The Lens of Essential Experience
o What experience do I want the player to have?
 The player should be able to perceive the size and detail of the
world. This should give them the sense of wonder that the
game aims for.
o What is essential to the experience?
 The player must be able to look around at will and focus in on
anything they may find interesting.
o How can my game capture that essence?
 By allowing the player to not only look around freely without
moving but also focus on one particular spot, the player will be
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able to inspect and view the world at their discretion. This
helps the player take in every detail of the world.
Lens #10: The Lens of Resonance
o What is it about my game that feels powerful and special?
 The world itself is a character. Being able to look all of its
nooks and crannies helps to make it a special place for the
player.
o If I had no constraints of any kind, what would this game be like?
 The world could be intensely vivid and detailed. While modern
technology allows for more detail and depth in terms of
aesthetics, it is nowhere near capturing the beauty of reality.
Without constraints the game world could be bigger, bolder
and more beautiful to look at.
o I have certain instincts about how this game should be. What is driving
those instincts?
 I feel as if the player will want to take time out from exploring
to fully look at each area. The aesthetics are so unique and
foreign that players will not be able to simply breeze through.
Lens #79: The Lens of The Character Web
o How specifically does each character feel about each of the others?
 It may seem strange to think of the game world as a character,
but in the case of the Last Guardian it is. The player should feel
reverence and uncertainty toward the world given that little is
known. This should cause the player to aim and focus in on
environmental details to help fill in some of the knowledge
gaps about the story of the world.
o Are there any connections unaccounted for? How can I use those?
 Many connections may not be immediately known, this
mystery should motivate the player to explore and be
thorough.
o Are there too many similar connections? How can they be more
different?
 Many of the connections may be similar due to the mystery
factor. This is necessary to instill a sense of curiosity in the
player which, again, makes the player want to explore and
search for details.
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Throw
Action-Morph
 While aiming using the R2 button and right thumbstick, press the circle
button. This can be used to feed the guardian or solve puzzles.
 Interview – Paragraph 17 – Lines 6-7
 Video - 1:19
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Lens #1: The Lens of The Essential Experience
o What experience do I want the player to have?
 Not all puzzles should be about traversing terrain or
overcoming enemies. Players should also have to manipulate
the environment as well as interact with the guardian.
o What is essential to the experience?
 Providing ways for the player to interact with objects at a
distance as well as close up will be necessary to break up
gameplay.
o How can my game capture that essence?
 By adding mechanics such as feeding the guardian, the player
will have to use the throw mechanic for several reasons. It
could be used for rewarding the guardian or perhaps leading
the guardian to an area. Additionally there may be certain
triggers that the player cannot reach and must throw an object
to in order to activate them.
Lens #6: The Lens of Problem Solving
o What problems does my game ask the player to solve?
 The player will have to use throw to figure out how to lead the
guardian as well as build a relation with him/her. Throw may
also be used as a means to solve more traditional puzzles.
o Are there hidden problems to solve that arise as part of gameplay?
 Using throw to lure the guardian is a hidden problem. For
example, when the player needs the guardian to move to a
position so that they may climb up the guardians back, the
player may assume that they only have to command the
guardian to the position. If the guardian doesn’t listen, an
unforeseen problem has now arisen. This may be alleviated
through the use of throw.
o How can my game generate new problems so that players keep coming
back?
 Use throw for many different functions. Maybe throw can also
be used to throw objects that can distract enemies to help
make sneaking a bit easier in certain sections.
Lens #10: The Lens of Resonance
o What is it about my game that feels powerful and special?
 Using throw to feed the guardian is one more element that
helps the guardian feel real and also makes the player want to
build a relationship with the guardian. Befriending the
guardian makes the player feel more powerful since the
guardian opens up many more possibilities that the boy
otherwise wouldn’t have.
o When I describe my game to people, what ideas get them really excited?
 The idea that the guardian is a living being that needs to be
loved and nurtured through actions such as throwing food.
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Also, that this relationship building is central to solving puzzles
and progressing.
o I have certain instincts about how this game should be. What is driving
those instincts?
 Utilizing simple mechanics like throwing in multiple ways
such as solving puzzles and interacting with the guardian will
add depth to gameplay while keeping the amount of mechanics
the player must learn simple.
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Push
Object-Progression
 To overcome obstacles or solve puzzles the player may need to push objects
by grabbing them using the circle button then moving the object by pressing
the circle button to grab the object then moving the left thumbstick forward
to push the object.
 Video - 1:20
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Lens #1: The Lens of The Essential Experience
o What experience do I want the player to have?
 There should be a constant sense of intrigue. Upon entering a
new area, players should see familiar elements but still be
unsure about how to proceed.
o What is essential to the experience?
 Varying puzzles and mixing up required mechanics.
o How can my game capture that essence?
 By not only requiring players to pick up objects, climb over and
under terrain, but also manipulate objects through the use of
pushing in order to achieve those other mechanics.
Lens #6: The Lens of Problem Solving
o What problems does my game ask the player to solve?
 The player will have to push objects that block progress. There
may also be puzzles that require players to push objects in
place in order to reach an elevated platform.
o Are there hidden problems to solve that arise as part of gameplay?
 Given the amount of footage shown this is yet to be
determined.
o How can my game generate new problems so that players keep coming
back?
 By requiring players to move objects, there can be hidden
areas that are only revealed by moving objects to specific
places.
Lens #10: The Lens of Resonance
o What is it about my game that feels powerful and special?
 The many ways to interact with the world makes the game
special. Not only can the player interact with the world
vicariously through the guardian, but also the boy has a
completely different set of skills.
o When I describe my game to people, what ideas get them really excited?
 The wide array of mechanics that can be used to overcome
adversity. Not only do players have to work with the guardian,
combat enemies but also manipulate objects to solve puzzles.
o I have certain instincts about how this game should be. What is driving
those instincts?
 I believe people will be engaged by the puzzles given the many
ways for players to potentially solve those puzzles. Each
encounter could make players stop and think about the
solution.
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Attack
Action-Progression
 This will be necessary for the boy to overcome whatever enemies are
threatening him. When the guardian isn’t able to help, players may hit square
to make the boy attack.
 Video - 1:26
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Lens #1: The Lens of Essential Experience
o What experience do I want the player to have?
 The player should experience a real sense of danger and
tension.
o What is essential to the experience?
 Putting the players in situations in which they feel weak or less
powerful.
o How can my game capture that essence?
 By placing players in combat situations in which the guardian
cannot help and they cannot immediately flee. Additionally,
having the boy deal minimal damage against enemies makes
every combat encounter a potential game-ending situation.
This would create the tension and sense of danger as well
show the importance of the guardian and the usefulness of
sneaking.
Lens #6: The Lens of Problem Solving
o What problems does my game ask the player to solve?
 How to avoid combat, as well as how to defeat enemies in
situations in which combat is unavoidable.
o Are there hidden problems to solve that arise as part of gameplay?
 Attacking seems like a last resort. As such, I don’t think there
are any hidden problems.
o How can my game generate new problems so that players keep coming
back?
 Adding in multiple weapons and different enemy types that are
only affected by certain weapons makes combat into a puzzle
that the player must solve when faced with conflict.
Lens #79: The Lens of the Character Web
o How, specifically, does each character feel about each of the others?
 Clearly, the enemies want the boy dead for an unknown
reason. This is why the boy must attack them.
o Are there any connections unaccounted for? How can I use those?
 The player is unsure of the connection between the boy and
the enemy force.
o Are there too many similar connections? How can they be more
different?
 In terms of the unknown, the connection between boy and the
environment is similar. This connection is not considered to be
“too many.”
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Focus On Guardian
Object-Cyclic
 This may be necessary in order to find the guardian in certain situations or to
easily focus the camera on the guardian. Players might do this by clicking the
right thumbstick.
 Video 0:44



Lens #1: The Lens of Essential Experience
o What experience do I want the player to have?
 The guardian is the most important aspect of gameplay. The
player should understand this and try to interact with the
guardian accordingly.
o What is essential to the experience?
 Emphasizing the importance of working with the guardian.
o How can my game capture that essence?
 By having a button that specifically finds the guardian, the
player will understand that it is vital to know the whereabouts
and be aware of the guardian at any given moment.
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Lens #10: The Lens of Resonance
o What is it about my game that feels powerful and special?
 The relationship between the guardian and the boy is
something special. Having a function tied directly to the
guardian helps to highlight the relationship’s importance.
o When I describe my game to people, what ideas get them really excited?
 Being able to befriend the powerful, mythical guardian and
fostering a friendship that also helps the player progress.
o If I had no constraints of any kind, what would this game be like?
 Making the guardian more realistic in terms of what a living
creature would act like would help the overall feel of the game.
If this were the case, the player would click to focus on the
guardian and it could be doing any number of things rather
than a few animations.
Lens #79: The Lens of the Character Web
o How, specifically, does each character feel about each of the others?
 Mapping a button that directly ties the player to the guardian
shows that the guardian is important to the boy.
o Are there any connections unaccounted for? How can I use those?
 The connection between the guardian and the boy seems
straightforward. The boy needs the guardian and the guardian
becomes attached to the boy, but the guardian is still an animal
and requires attention and affection.
o Are there too many similar connections? How can they be more
different?
 There are no other connections in the game that are the same
as that of the one between the boy and the guardian.
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Feed Guardian
Action-Sink
 In order to feed the guardian, the player must grab food using the circle
button, aim at the guardian by using the R2 button and the right thumbstick,
and then throw the food using the circle button. According to Ueda this can
be used to lure the guardian when he/she won’t listen to your commands.
 Interview – Paragraph 13 – Lines 1-2
 Video - 1:19
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Lens #1: The Lens of Essential Experience
o What experience do I want the player to have?
 The guardian is the most important aspect of gameplay. The
player should understand this and try to interact with the
guardian accordingly.
o What is essential to the experience?
 Creating moments in which the player must interact with the
guardian in order to proceed.
o How can my game capture that essence?
 Giving the guardian a mind of its own and creating situations in
which the player needs the guardian but the guardian does not
want to cooperate.
Lens #79: The Lens of the Character Web
o How, specifically, does each character feel about each of the others?
 Feeding the guardian helps to place the boy in the role of a
caretaker of sorts. While feeding the guardian can also be seen
as a form of manipulation when the player has to use the
mechanic to get the guardian to do something, it also
emphasizes that regardless of anything else, the boy needs the
guardian to progress.
o Are there any connections unaccounted for? How can I use those?
 The connection between the guardian and the boy seems
straightforward. The boy needs the guardian and the guardian
becomes attached to the boy, but the guardian is still an animal
and requires attention and affection.
o Are there too many similar connections? How can they be more
different?
 There are no other connections in the game that are the same
as that of the one between the boy and the guardian. This is
exemplified by the amount of mechanics built specifically
around the guardian.
Lens #83: Lens of the Nameless Quality
o Does my design have a special feeling of life, or do parts of my design
feel dead? What would make my design feel more alive?
 Allowing the player to interact with the guardian in a manner
in which a person would actually interact with an animal helps
to breathe life into the guardian. One way to make the guardian
feel more alive would be to allow the guardian to choose to
reject food, however this could interfere with gameplay.
o Which of Alexander’s fifteen qualities does my design have?
 Feeding can be seen as a level of scale. If the player needs to
climb up the back of the guardian, the player must first get the
guardian into position. If the guardian will not listen, the player
must first lure the guardian into position by achieving the
short-term goal of feeding the guardian. This action also helps
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to emphasize the strong center of the relationship between the
boy and the guardian.
o Could it have more of them, somehow?
 Relating to feeding the guardian, I don’t believe it can.
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Remove Spears From/Heal Guardian
Action-Sink
 The player must move to the guardian’s wounds and interact with the
spears/injuries using the circle button in order to heal the guardian. This
may be necessary to ensure that the guardian will be able to progress.
 Interview – Paragraph 13 – Lines 1 -2
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Lens #1: The Lens of Essential Experience
o What experience do I want the player to have?
 The player should feel empathy and responsibility for the
guardian.
o What is essential to the experience?
 Creating a bond between the player and the guardian so that
the player will want to take care of the guardian.
o How can my game capture that essence?
 Create situations in which the player is aware of their need for
the guardian’s help. This will help form the mentality in the
player’s head that without the guardian, they cannot proceed.
Additionally, it’s the player’s actions that potentially put the
guardian at risk in the first place. This creates a sense of
responsibility for what happens to the guardian.
Lens #79: The Lens of the Character Web
o How, specifically, does each character feel about each of the others?
 The boy and the guardian must take care of each other. While
neither of them are familiar with each other, they both
understand that for one reason or another they need each
other.
o Are there any connections unaccounted for? How can I use those?
 The connection between the guardian and the boy seems
straightforward. The boy needs the guardian and the guardian
becomes attached to the boy, but the guardian is still an animal
and requires attention and affection.
o Are there too many similar connections? How can they be more
different?
 There are no other connections in the game that are the same
as that of the one between the boy and the guardian. This is
exemplified by the amount of mechanics built specifically
around the guardian.
Lens #83: Lens of the Nameless Quality
o Does my design have a special feeling of life, or do parts of my design
feel dead? What would make my design more alive?
 Adding the ability for the guardian to get hurt shows that the
guardian is a living creature and not an invincible NPC. This
gives a level of life to the character and the game.
o Which of Alexander’s fifteen qualities does my design have?
 I believe this displays deep interlock and ambiguity. The
relationship between the boy and the guardian is pivotal.
Neither of them can progress through the world without one
another therefore, if separated, the game would be pointless.
This is why healing the guardian is an important mechanic. It
helps to show that even the strong guardian needs help as well.
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o Where does my design feel like my self?
 This mechanic taps in to the empathetic nurturing traits in
people. As you build a bond with the guardian, it doesn’t feel
good to watch the guardian in pain. Healing the guardian isn’t
just a method for progression it’s something you want to do
because he/she is in pain.
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Wake Up Guardian
Action-Progression
 Sneak onto the guardian by slightly moving the left thumbstick toward the
guardian. While on top of the sleeping guardian, use the triangle button to
jump. After falling the player may have to click the left thumbstick then move
it away from the guardian to flee.
 Video 0:16
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Lens #1: The Lens of Essential Experience
o What experience do I want the player to have?
 The player should have a sense that the guardian is a living
being and will not always be cooperative.
o What is essential to the experience?
 Creating situations in which the guardian seems to not care
about the task at hand in favor of doing something else.
o How can my game capture that essence?
 By having the guardian fall asleep it helps to craft the image in
the player’s mind that the guardian is a living creature as well
as provides a reason for the guardian to not listen to the boy.
The interaction that emerges also helps to build the
relationship between the player, the boy and the guardian.
Lens #6: The Lens of Problem Solving
o What problems does my game ask the player to solve?
 Not only are there puzzles and enemies, but also the guardian
can become a problem that the player has to solve in order to
progress.
o Are there hidden problems to solve that arise as part of gameplay?
 Given that the guardian is a living creature, any number of
behaviors can be displayed when the guardian does not want
to listen. Sleeping may only be one of many things that the
guardian can choose to do instead of listening to the boy.
o How can my game generate new problems so that players keep coming
back?
 Giving the guardian interesting behaviors and habits will make
the experience of the guardian disobeying less frustrating and
more interesting. Rather than the guardian repetitively falling
asleep, the guardian can try to play or seem dismissive. This
will make the player want to know what the guardian is doing
and why he/she is doing it.
Lens #79: The Lens of the Character Web
o How, specifically, does each character feel about each of the others?
 Given that the guardian is helping the boy, it is clear that the
guardian cares. However the guardian sleeping also helps to
show that the guardian is an animal and instincts will
sometimes take priority. This adds a level of depth to the
relationship.
o Are there any connections unaccounted for? How can I use those?
 Is it possible for the guardian to actually get mad at the boy,
forcing the boy to cater to the guardian i.e. feeding the
guardian, playing with the guardian in order to regain the
guardian’s favor?
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o Are there too many similar connections? How can they be more
different?
 There are no other connections in the game that are the same
as that of the one between the boy and the guardian. This is
exemplified by the amount of mechanics built specifically
around the guardian.
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Order Guardian To Stay
Action-Cyclic
 Ueda states that there may be times in which the player needs the guardian
to stay still. Players may attempt to order the guardian to do this by getting
the guardian into position then pressing down on the d-pad.
 Interview – Paragraph 18 – Lines 4-6



Lens #6: The Lens of Problem Solving
o What problems does my game ask the player to solve?
 The player should feel as if the guardian is useful in many
situations, but some situations call for more tact and require
the guardian to stay in place.
o Are there hidden problems to solve that arise as part of gameplay?
 The guardian’s inclinations could be a hidden problem if the
guardian chooses not to listen.
o How can my game generate new problems so that players keep coming
back?
 Giving the guardian interesting behaviors and habits will make
the experience of the guardian disobeying less frustrating and
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more interesting. Rather than the guardian repetitively falling
asleep, the guardian can try to play or seem dismissive. This
will make the player want to know what the guardian is doing
and why he/she is doing it.
Lens #10: The Lens of Resonance
o What is it about my game that feels powerful and special?
 The relationship between the boy and the guardian is special
and the ability to command and work with the guardian should
make the player feel powerful.
o When I describe my game to people, what ideas get them really excited?
 I think that not only are people excited to command the
guardian, but also that the guardian has a personality and
unique behaviors.
o I have certain instincts about how this game should be. What is driving
those instincts?
 I believe that the interesting behaviors of the guardian will be
one of the biggest draws for players. If the guardian obeyed
every command, the game becomes little more than a puzzle
game. With the guardian displaying free will of sorts it creates
emergent gameplay and interesting dynamics.
Lens #79: The Lens of the Character Web
o How, specifically, does each character feel about each of the others?
 The guardian disobeying doesn’t mean that the guardian
doesn’t care about the boy it’s simply instincts. Accordingly,
when the boy tells the guardian to stay the guardian may not
listen and may want to follow the boy instead.
o Are there any connections unaccounted for? How can I use those?
 When the guardian is ordered to a location and disobeys,
he/she is being disobedient because he/she doesn’t want to
listen. This could be an act of aversion. In the case of not
staying, it seems like an act born out of companionship. The
guardian doesn’t want to leave the boy alone. This is something
that can be utilized more to ad more dimensions to the
relationship between the boy and the guardian.
o Are there too many similar connections? How can they be more
different?
 There are no other connections in the game that are the same
as that of the one between the boy and the guardian. This is
exemplified by the amount of mechanics built specifically
around the guardian.
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Call Guardian To Location
Action-Cyclic
 When the player wants the guardian to come to their current position, the
player must call the guardian using left or right on the d-pad. This seems
useful in guiding the guardian to where the player needs him/her to be.
 Video - 1:04



Lens #6: The Lens of Problem Solving
o What problems does my game ask the player to solve?
 Positioning the guardian is important in terms of figuring out
puzzles or reaching certain areas.
o Are there hidden problems to solve that arise as part of gameplay?
 The guardian’s inclinations could be a hidden problem if the
guardian chooses not to listen.
o How can my game generate new problems so that players keep coming
back?
 Giving the guardian interesting behaviors and habits will make
the experience of the guardian disobeying less frustrating and
more interesting. Rather than the guardian repetitively falling
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asleep, the guardian can try to play or seem dismissive. This
will make the player want to know what the guardian is doing
and why he/she is doing it.
Lens #10: The Lens of Resonance
o What is it about my game that feels powerful and special?
 The relationship between the boy and the guardian is special
and the ability to command and work with the guardian should
make the player feel powerful.
o When I describe my game to people, what ideas get them really excited?
 I think that not only are people excited to command the
guardian, but also that the guardian has a personality and
unique behaviors.
o I have certain instincts about how this game should be. What is driving
those instincts?
 I believe that the interesting behaviors of the guardian will be
one of the biggest draws for players. If the guardian obeyed
every command, the game becomes little more than a puzzle
game. With the guardian displaying free will of sorts it creates
emergent gameplay and interesting dynamics.
Lens #79: The Lens of the Character Web
o How, specifically, does each character feel about each of the others?
 Calling the guardian to the boy’s location and having the
guardian respond helps to bond the player to the guardian. It’s
just like when you call a dog and the dog responds by running
over to you.
o Are there any connections unaccounted for? How can I use those?
 The connection between the guardian and the boy seems
straightforward. The boy needs the guardian and the guardian
becomes attached to the boy, but the guardian is still an animal
and requires attention and affection.
o Are there too many similar connections? How can they be more
different?
 There are no other connections in the game that are the same
as that of the one between the boy and the guardian. This is
exemplified by the amount of mechanics built specifically
around the guardian.
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Order Guardian To Location
Action-Morph
 This may be useful to send the guardian to a position at a distance or
ordering the guardian to attack enemies. Players may do this using the R2
button and right thumbstick to aim then pressing up on the d-pad.
 Interview – Paragraph 17 – Lines 3-5
 Video - 1:14
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Lens #6: The Lens of Problem Solving
o What problems does my game ask the player to solve?
 Positioning the guardian is important in terms of figuring out
puzzles or reaching certain areas.
o Are there hidden problems to solve that arise as part of gameplay?
 The guardian’s inclinations could be a hidden problem if the
guardian chooses not to listen.
o How can my game generate new problems so that players keep coming
back?
 Giving the guardian interesting behaviors and habits will make
the experience of the guardian disobeying less frustrating and
more interesting. Rather than the guardian repetitively falling
asleep, the guardian can try to play or seem dismissive. This
will make the player want to know what the guardian is doing
and why he/she is doing it.
Lens #10: The Lens of Resonance
o What is it about my game that feels powerful and special?
 The relationship between the boy and the guardian is special
and the ability to command and work with the guardian should
make the player feel powerful.
o When I describe my game to people, what ideas get them really excited?
 I think that not only are people excited to command the
guardian, but also that the guardian has a personality and
unique behaviors.
o I have certain instincts about how this game should be. What is driving
those instincts?
 I believe that the interesting behaviors of the guardian will be
one of the biggest draws for players. If the guardian obeyed
every command, the game becomes little more than a puzzle
game. With the guardian displaying free will of sorts it creates
emergent gameplay and interesting dynamics.
Lens #79: The Lens of the Character Web
o How, specifically, does each character feel about each of the others?
 Ordering the guardian to a location can range from something
as harmless as getting him/her in position to climb to ordering
the guardian into battle to potentially get hurt. This should
make ordering the guardian to a location an important decision
in terms of the relationship between the player and the
guardian.
o Are there any connections unaccounted for? How can I use those?
 The connection between the guardian and the boy seems
straightforward. The boy needs the guardian and the guardian
becomes attached to the boy, but the guardian is still an animal
and requires attention and affection.
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o Are there too many similar connections? How can they be more
different?
 There are no other connections in the game that are the same
as that of the one between the boy and the guardian. This is
exemplified by the amount of mechanics built specifically
around the guardian.
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